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people take a different angle. In the afternoon we were with  for singing. It was brilliant we all ended up
singing together and learning dirty old town together. For the daily protest we protested the lives of dogs on puppy
farms

Rehearsals was really exciting today because we had a photo shoot in the John player factory. First we listened to the
remaining interviews.  read  and it was so interesting for me to listen to. She took a different angle to
approaching it and it was fun to watch. When we arrived at the photoshoot space the vibe was brilliant. It was an
amazing space. There was a black lives matter protest but I didn't get to make it 

In rehearsals today we began with our warmup and then we sang the two songs with  Not crazy about the
songs at first but am growing to like them. At the end of the day after lunch and after a warmup from hell we put
everything we've done so far together and it was brilliant. I really enjoyed it. There were some moments in particular
which i found the most fun like  dancing with me. Our daily protest was against Dublin city council regarding
busking so we sang our songs outside the LAB 

In rehearsals today with did a relaxing warmup with Helena then continued with the pieces we had yet to finish with
her.  and myself redid ours on a bus. It was great fun. After lunch we were all boiling but still did warmups. We
heard the remaining pieces and then split into groups to devise a conversation from the people who were interviewed.
It was also brilliant. Daily protest I didn't quite understand, all I know is it wanted me to go vegetarian for a week and I
don't really see what that will achieve. I'm sure the lads will explain it to me properly tomorrow.




